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Abstract. Multi-objective Topology Optimization has been receiving more and more attention in structural design recently. It attempts to maximize several performance objectives by redistributing the material in a design space for a given set of boundary conditions and constraints, yielding many Paretooptimal solutions. However, the high number of solutions makes it difficult to identify preferred designs.
Therefore, an automatic way of summarizing solutions is needed for selecting interesting designs according to certain criteria, such as crashworthiness, deformation, and stress state. One approach for
summarization is to cluster similar designs and obtain design representatives based on a suitable metric. For example, with Euclidean distance of the objective functions as the metric, design groups with
similar performance can be identified and only the representative designs from different clusters may
be analyzed. However, previous research has not dealt with the deformation-related time-series data of
structures with different topologies. Since the non-linear dynamic behavior of designs is important in
various fields such as vehicular crashworthiness, a clustering method based on time-dependent behavior of structures is proposed here. To compare the time-series displacement data of selected nodes in
the structure and to create similarity matrices of those datasets, euclidean metrics and Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) are introduced. This is combined with clustering techniques such as k-medoids and
Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure (OPTICS), and we investigate the use of unsupervised learning methods to identify and group similar designs using the time series of nodal displacement
data. In the first part, we create simple time-series datasets using a mass-spring system to validate the
proposed methods. Each dataset has predefined clusters of data with distinct behavior such as different
periods or modes. Then, we demonstrate that the combination of metrics for comparison of time series
(Euclidean and DTW) and the clustering method (k-medoids and OPTICS) can identify the clusters of
similar behavior accurately. In the second part, we apply these methods to a more realistic, engineering dataset of nodal displacement time series describing the crash behavior of topologically-optimized
designs. We identify similar structures and obtain representative designs from each cluster. This reveals
that the suggested method is useful in analyzing dynamic crash behavior and supports the designers in
selecting representative structures based on deformation data at the early stages of the design process.
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1

Introduction

Recent advancements in Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) enable accurate and rapid simulations
of dynamic structural deformation. Furthermore, Topology Optimization (TO) [4, 8, 17] can be used
to obtain multiple designs of interest for a given engineering task. TO is a mathematical method that
maximizes certain performance objectives by redistributing the material in a design space for a given set
of boundary conditions and constraints. When multiple solutions are available, data mining methods are
increasingly used for analyzing design performance and identifying interesting solutions.
TO or other generative design methods [13] yield multitudes of solutions if the constraints are not
too restrictive or unknown at the initial stages. Based on experience or the application field, engineers
identify certain criteria of interest such as crashworthiness or deformation behavior, and select a few
prototypes for the next design iteration. When the number of designs is too high, it is challenging to
review all the solutions manually and select a few interesting topologies. Machine learning methods can
be used for data mining the datasets [12, 9, 10, 14]. For example, clustering methods such as Ordering
Points To Identify the Clustering Structure (OPTICS) [3] can group similar designs and obtain representative prototypes in the dataset [15]. Furthermore, manifold learning methods such as UMAP [11]
enable 2D visualization of the dataset, which can be used for design exploration [18]. However, for these
unsupervised approaches, the metric used for comparing designs is critical. In various fields of industry, analyzing dynamic, nonlinear behavior is important, e.g., for crash simulations in the automobile
industry. In the literature, few methods exist for comparing the deformation behavior of structures. Sible
et al. [16] use spectral mesh processing to compare deformation time series but the method assumes
isometric surface deformations. In this work, we investigate methods for comparing compare volumetric
deformation. We monitor the deformation time series of one or more common nodes in the structures
using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [5], a state-of-the-art method for comparing time series data. In
this paper, we evaluate the usefulness of the metric proposed by us with the help of test datasets and clustering. The clustering quality is evaluated using methods such as Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI)
[6] and silhouette score [2]. The first test case is simple time-series datasets of a mass-spring system
with distinct behavior such as different periods or modes. The combination of DTW and OPTICS can
identify the clusters of similar behavior accurately. The second test case is a dataset which contains the
crash behavior of topologically-optimized designs. We identify similar structures and obtain representative designs from each cluster. In the remainder of the paper, we will discuss methods for comparing the
deformation behavior of structures in Section 2. Then, Section 3 demonstrates the use of our proposed
metric of deformation using test datasets. Section 4 discusses the conclusions of this work as well as the
future research directions.
2

Comparing Deformation Behavior

Sible et al. [16] used spectral mesh processing to represent geometric shapes using a set of eigen
coefficients. So, the deformation behavior of a structure can be observed by monitoring the evolution
of the coefficient values over time. However, the Laplace-Beltrami operator used for spectral processing
assumes isometric deformation and can only analyze the surface deformation.
Given these drawbacks, we propose a general method that can analyze the volumetric deformation
while using the state-of-the-art metric called DTW of time series data. First, we identify common nodes
between structures and construct the time series data for the nodal displacement. Then, we use metrics
that compare the time series data to construct the dissimilarity measure of each deformation behavior.
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Using this, we can cluster a set of design solutions and pick designs with typical deformation from each
cluster. In the next section, different components used by the suggested method will be introduced.
2.1

Outline of the proposed method

Figure 1 shows the workflow of the proposed method. TO yields a set of input solutions, which
are required to be analyzed based on deformation behavior. In the proposed method, we extract some
representative nodes based on their displacement or the application. Later in this paper, we describe a
method for choosing nodes based on displacement using clustering. When the TO results do not share
all the nodes, only the common nodes are considered. After extracting the nodes, the displacement time
history of the nodes is compared using Euclidean metrics or DTW. The proposed metric gives a so-called
distance matrix, which contains the pair-wise distances between the designs based on the deformation
behavior. Then, the clustering method uses this distance matrix as an input to cluster designs with similar
deformation patterns. Finally, a design engineer may analyze the representatives from each cluster to
select the preferred cluster. This process can be repeated until the user finds the desired design(s).

Multiple designs
with different modes

Extract representative node

Displacement time history
of representative nodes (x, y, z)

TO-Design 1
TO-Design 2

...
Dissimilarity metrics
(Dynamic Time Warping,
Euclidean Metrics)

Select a desirable cluster
and explore designs in it

Clustering results in similarity space
Apply clustering method
(k-medoids, OPTICS)

Dissimilarity Matrix
between each sample

Figure 1: General workflow of the proposed method.
In the following, the different components of the workflow are explained.
2.2

Metrics for Comparing Time Series Data

As mentioned previously, we compare the deformation behavior by comparing the time series data
of certain common nodes of the designs. Given N number of designs, to compare the designs I, J ∈
{1, ..., N}, we pick up the common nodes n1 , n2 , ..., nend of the given designs. For each design, displacement (disp) of the common nodes at time t = t0 is expressed as a single displacement vector. For the
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designs I and J, the corresponding displacement vectors are defined as follows:
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where dni is the displacement of the node ni . The time series of the displacement vector of design I and
J at t = t0 ,t1 , ..., T yields the following displacement matrix:
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We compute the dissimilarity between these two time-series vectors as the distance sIJ , which compares
the deformation behavior of the two designs. For N number of designs, the pair-wise distances between
the designs are given by the distance matrix S.


s11 · · · s1J · · · s1N
 ..
.. 
..
 .
.
. 



sIJ
sIN 
S =  sI1
(4)

 ..

.
.
..
.. 
 .
sN1 · · · sNJ · · · sNN
where sIJ is the distance between the displacement matrix of design I and J. To compute distance matrix
S, we introduce two approaches: Euclidean metric and DTW which will be explained next.
2.2.1

Euclidean metric

The Euclidean metric between two data between dispI and dispJ is given by
v
u T
u1
sIJ = t ∑ {dispI (t) − dispJ (t)}2
n t=t0

(5)

where both the time series have n number of steps. While this is a simple metric, it cannot be used if the
temporal data have a different number of steps. If the temporal data have a similar shape but are shifted
in phase, the Euclidean metric identifies them as different.
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2.2.2

Dynamic Time Warping

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is designed to measure dissimilarity between two temporal sequences
[5]. Unlike the Euclidean metric, DTW aligns the two given time-dependent sequences by warping them
in a non-linear fashion to match each other. For 3D crash simulations, the temporal data is a sequence of
3D points in time and multi-dimensional DTW is used to measure the dissimilarity.
Figure 2 presents the difference between the Euclidean distance and DTW using a 1D temporal sequence. Although DTW is computationally more expensive than the Euclidean metric, it is often used
in the field of pattern recognition in temporal data because it allows time series to have different lengths.
Furthermore, DTW ignores the phase shift between time series with the same shape.

Figure 2: Comparison between Euclidean metric and DTW; the latter matches the points non-linearly.

2.3

Clustering method

After generating a distance matrix, clustering methods are used to identify designs with similar deformation behavior. In this paper, we use two clustering methods that can utilize the distance matrix:
k-medoids and OPTICS. Since the k-means method [1] can only use the Euclidean metric, we do not use
it in this paper.
2.3.1 k-medoids clustering
k-medoids method [7] is very similar to a popular clustering algorithm called the k-means method.
k-means clustering tries to partition the given data into k number of clusters. Initially, k-means randomly
identifies k data samples as the cluster centers. It then assigns the nearest samples for each center as a
cluster, followed by an evaluation of the new cluster means; this process is repeated until the clusters do
not change. In k-medoids, the medoids of the cluster samples are used instead of the mean of the cluster
samples. The number of clusters k will be optimized using the mean silhouette score of the data samples
for a given clustering [2]. Silhouette score of a sample i in cluster C is a measure of how similar the
sample i is to other samples in C compared to other clusters.
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2.3.2

Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure (OPTICS)

OPTICS is a density-based algorithm, based on Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with
Noise (DBSCAN) [3]. However, unlike DBSCAN, OPTICS can identify clusters with different densities
and can be used without much parameter tuning. Density-based clustering tries to connect samples in
a high-density region into a cluster. OPTICS require the parameters ε, which describes the maximum
radius to consider, and MinPts, being the number of minimal samples required to form a cluster. In our
experiments, setting MinPts = 6 results in meaningful clusters.
2.4

Evaluation of Clusters

In real-world datasets, the expected clusters in the dataset are not known; otherwise, clustering is not
needed. In this case, the silhouette score can evaluate how well separated the clusters are. A higher
silhouette score indicates higher quality in clustering. The silhouette score ranges from -1 to 1. If the
clusters are well-separated, the score is closer to 1. If the clusters are very close, the score is near 0. If
they overlap strongly, the score is closer to -1.
For certain test datasets discussed later in this paper, the expected classes are known. In this case,
Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI) [6] can be used to compare the similarity between the cluster labels
and the expected classes/ground-truth labels. AMI score ranges from 0 to 1. If the clustering label
matches correctly with the ground-truth labels, the score is 1. For random assignment of cluster labels,
the AMI score would be 0.
Manifold learning techniques such as UMAP [11] can be used to visualize high-dimensional datasets,
such as the time-series data considered in this paper, in 2D. Visualization of the dataset enables qualitative inspection of the clusters, especially if the classes/clusters in the dataset are known beforehand.
Furthermore, visualization enables an intuitive understanding of the clusters present in the dataset.
3

Experiments on Test Datasets

In this section, we apply our proposed method to the datasets of two different experiments. In the
first experiment, we cluster the motion of a spring-mass system with two masses, each with a degree of
freedom along the springs. In the second experiment, we generate TO results under static and dynamic
load conditions and classify them using the displacement pattern of selected nodes with our proposed
metric. The clusterings obtained using Euclidean metric and OPTICS are compared using the silhouette
score, in general, and additionally with AMI, when the expected classes are also known.
3.1

Clustering for 2 spring-mass system

Two DOF spring-mass system is designed to yield test datasets with well-defined clusters, i.e., the
ground-truth labels/classes are known beforehand. Figure 3 shows four different modes of the system.
By adding noise to these modes, four different classes of motion are generated. Mass values are m1 =
m2 = 1 and the spring constants arek1 = k2 = k3 = 1. Each mode has three samples, and each sample’s
starting positions are initialized with noise. Therefore, there are a total of 12 samples with 4 classes.
For clustering, the distance matrix with the time series of two mass points (m1 and m2 ) is calculated as
discussed in Section 2.2.
Figure 4 shows the displacement curves of the two masses; the curves are colored according to the
cluster labels. Here, OPTICS clustering is used with DTW as the metric, which accurately identifies
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Total Length = 1.0

k1

k2

m1

base

m2

k3

mode 1
0.25 + noise

0.20 + noise

mode 2
0.20 + noise

0.25 + noise

mode 3
0.10

0.10

+ noise

+ noise

mode 4
0.10

0.10

+ noise

+ noise

Figure 3: 4 different modes of spring behavior at t=0.
the four different classes. Table 1 shows the AMI scores and silhouette scores of each combination of
dissimilarity metric and clustering method. Since the k-medoids method only identifies local optima, it is
repeated a few times and only the best score is reported. OPTICS always accurately identifies the classes
irrespective of the metric used. When k-medoids clustering is used, the AMI score is always less than
1. Similarly, silhouette scores with the OPTICS method are always nearly 1 and are higher compared to
those of the k-medoids method.

Figure 4: Time-displacement plot of mode analysis. Separated DTW + OPTICS is used as a clustering
method. The color is according to the cluster label.
Next, we evaluate the metrics to detect the delay in time series data. The following delays in the
initial position for mass 1 are used: 0 s (no delay), 4 s, 8 s, and 12 s (see Figure 5), which result in
four different classes; for each class, three samples are generated using noise. For this experiment, the
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Table 1: AMI and silhouette score of each combination (distance metric + clustering method) for detecting different modes.
Detection of different mode
DTW+OPTICS
Euclidean+OPTICS
DTW+k-medoids (best score)
Euclidean+k-medoids (best score)

AMI score
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Silhouette score
0.943
0.951
0.943
0.951

Euclidean metric yields the best AMI score (1.0) and silhouette score (0.952). DTW yields a lower AMI
score (∈ [0.40, 0.42]) irrespective of the clustering method used. This is expected since DTW ignores the
phase shift which may or may not be desired. If the application desires sensitivity to phase shift, use the
Euclidean metric; otherwise we recommend using DTW.

Figure 5: Different types of delayed time series. Only displacement of mass 1 is shown.

3.2

Topologically-optimized beam structures with crash load

In this section, a simply supported beam is optimized for a crash load and a static load, as described
in [15]. Figure 6 shows the design space of dimensions 600 mm × 50 mm × 50 mm, which is split into
12000 solid elements. The structure is optimized to minimize the mechanical compliance for lateral
static loads, 1000 N magnitude, and to maximize the energy absorption for the crash load from the top,
which is defined by a prescribed velocity of 1000 mm/s. Bilinear elasto-plastic model (MAT 024 in LSDYNA) of an aluminum material is used with the following properties: maximum mass density ρmax =
2.7 × 103 kg/m3 , Young’s modulus E = 70 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.33, yield strength σY = 117 MPa,
and hardening modulus Etan = 49 GPa. For a given set of weights, we use a multi-objective TO method
called SEW-HCA [8] with a maximum of 25 iterations, an allowed volume fraction of 0.4, a move limit
of 0.1, and a penalization factor of 3.
Since the objectives are conflicting, we obtain non-dominated solutions (Pareto-optimal solutions) as
shown in Figure 7. The figure also shows a sample from each cluster obtained using k-medoids and
DTW metric. To obtain this clustering, we first select sample nodes in the common nodes in TO results
on the Pareto front. The common nodes are partitioned into three groups using k-means clustering with
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Figure 6: Boundary conditions for optimization of a simply-supported beam for two separate loads [15].

Figure 7: Pareto front of optimized design set clustered using DTW + k-medoids. Cluster number for
k-medoids is set to 3. The color is according to the cluster label. Medoids (representative designs) are
shown.
displacement magnitude of nodes as input (see Figure 8). The medoids of the clusters are chosen as the
selected nodes, whose displacement matrices are compared using DTW or Euclidean metrics.
Figure 7 shows the Pareto front of designs colored according to the clusters in Figure 9a. Note that the
clusters based on deformation are not split in the objective space, which indicates that the structure with
similar performance has similar deformation behavior for this dataset.
Figure 9a, 9b shows the result of clustering using the k-medoid method and the OPTICS method
separately. In both cases, DTW is used as the metric. UMAP uses the corresponding pair-wise distance
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Constraint

Constraint

Figure 8: Common nodes among the TO results and the selected nodes based on clustering with displacement magnitude as input. Nodes are colored according to their cluster labels and a node is selected
from each cluster (black point). Green nodes have the largest average displacement, and orange nodes
have the least average displacement.

(a) UMAP of k-medoids clusters

(b) UMAP of OPTICS clusters

Figure 9: Clustered design points in the similarity space
matrix to yield a 2D similarity space. It shows that clusters are kept intact in the UMAP space. These
datasets do not form distinct clusters in terms of their density. In the k-medoids result, the clusters are
contiguous, but they are well partitioned. On the other hand, if OPTICS is used as the clustering method,
all designs are classified as belonging to the same cluster, because there is no obvious density deviation.
Since this dataset has no predefined labels, AMI cannot be used, but the silhouette score can be used
to evaluate the clustering. Since OPTICS yields a single cluster, the silhouette score cannot be used. So,
we can only compare the clustering obtained using k-medoids and the two metrics: Euclidean metric and
DTW. DTW yields a slightly higher silhouette score of 0.55 compared to that of the Euclidean metric
(the score is 0.54). The choice between the two metrics depends on whether phase shift and time warping
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is needed, which depends on the application.
4

Discussion

In this paper, we proposed a method for clustering TO results based on the structural behavior. The
proposed metric uses the time series data of nodal displacement for selected common nodes in the TO
results. Furthermore, we used state-of-the-art metrics, namely DTW and Euclidean metrics, to compare
the temporal data. The proposed metric of deformation behavior was analyzed using test datasets which
include a mass-spring system, and a simply-supported beam optimized using a multi-objective TO called
SEW-HCA [8, 15].
The nodes of interest are selected using a novel approach of clustering based on displacement magnitude. Based on our experiments, we conclude that the choice between the Euclidean metric and DTW
depends on whether the phase difference between temporal data needs to be considered or not, which
depends on the application. In the first experiment with a spring-mass system, both Euclidean and DTW
metrics result in the best AMI and silhouette score, which validates their use to identify simple deformation modes. However, when there is a phase shift in the data, Euclidean distance is more sensitive than
DTW; whether this is desirable or not depends on the application. Furthermore, we compared k-medoids
and OPTICS clustering methods. From our experiments, we recommend the use of OPTICS to identify
natural clusters, as in the spring-mass dataset. This is validated by the high AMI and silhouette score
obtained with OPTICS clustering for the first dataset. When OPTICS yields too many outliers or a single
cluster, we prefer using k-medoids, a partitioning algorithm, as in the case of the TO dataset.
The method used to identify representative nodes needs to be evaluated with more engineering examples and be improved if needed. Unlike the methods such as spectral mesh processing [16], the proposed
method can handle volumetric deformation but may be affected by the high dimensionality if the number
of selected nodes is high. So, dimensionality reduction techniques such as Principal Component Analysis
or Artificial Neural Networks may be used along with the proposed metric. Additionally, in this paper,
only nodes which existed after Topology Optimization were considered. If nodes that are eliminated in
some designs remain in other designs and have apparent characteristic behavior, we need to have methods that consider those nodes’ effect. Interpolation or extrapolation of eliminated nodes may be used to
keep those nodes and their behavior.
In this work, we identified structures with similar deformation behavior and obtained representative
designs from each cluster. Extensive experiments using simple deformation modes as well as a crashworthiness optimization example validate the proposed metric of deformation behavior. This reveals that
the suggested method has the potential to analyze dynamic crash behavior and supports the designers in
selecting representative structures based on deformation data at the early stages of the design process.
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